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In using tables of probability density and distribution functions, the difficulty

of interpolating for functional values which are not directly tabulated constitutes a

major problem. In particular, when the variance of a random variable becomes

small, the corresponding density and distribution functions approach, respectively,

a delta-function and a step-function. As a result, for small variations in the vari-

ables, there occur very large variations in the corresponding functional values, and

interpolation by difference methods will give very poor approximations. Moreover,

space limitations in a volume of tables often make it impractical to tabulate a given

function on a mesh fine enough to allow for accurate interpolation. This often

increases the difficulty of interpolating for a given probability distribution.

By a fundamental limit theorem of probability theory it is known that, under

rather general conditions, the sum of a set of n independent random variables

appropriately standardized by the mean and the standard deviation is asymptoti-

cally normal with mean 0 and variance 1, as n tends to infinity [1]. A method which

makes use of this property to improve the accuracy of interpolating in tables of

probability distribution functions was suggested by Rossow [2]. The binomial

probability distribution is chosen here for purposes of illustration. The method

described is however applicable to any set of random variables which obeys the

central limit theorem.

The cumulative binomial probability distribution may be denoted by

E(n,r,p) = ¿GY(1 - p)n~Y
i = T

where 0 ^ p ^ 1 and 0 ^ r ^ n. If one considers a series of n independent repeti-

tions of some random experiment, then E(n, r, p) represents the probability of at

least r successes in n repetitions of the experiment, p being the probability of success

for each experiment. By the theorem previously stated, it is known that for a given

value of p, and for increasing values of n

E(n, r, p) fu —^= (   e"'2'2 dt - 1 - N(x)
V 2ir J*

where x = (r — np — i)/\/np(l — p), and iV(x) denotes the cumulative standard

normal distribution. The effectiveness of the approximation increases with increas-

ing values of y/np(\ — p), so that for a given value of n, the approximation is

closest for p = \. The argument x, corresponding to a given value of N(x), is

often called the normal deviate corresponding to the total frequency N.

Consider now the problem of interpolating in a table of the binomial probability
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distribution. As an example, let it be desired to find some value E(n<¡, r0, po + Ap),

where the function is not tabulated for the argument p0 + Ap. The standard

procedure consists in taking the values of E(n, r, p) corresponding to the arguments

Wopo, Vopi, • • • , Wop*+i and in constructing a k 4- 1th degree polynomial which

takes on the given functional values at the k 4- 2 given points. The value of the

polynomial at the point n0r0po + Ap is then calculated and taken to be equal to

E(n0, n, po + Ap).

It is proposed to modify this procedure by making use of the fact that the

binomial distribution is often much better approximated by the corresponding

normal distribution than by the interpolation polynomial which is constructed in

the standard method. To this effect, it is first assumed that E(no, r0, p<>) = 1 —

N(xo), E(no, r0, pi) = 1 - N(xi), ■■• , E(na, r0, pk+i) = 1 - N(xk+i). The

k + 1 normal deviates corresponding to the k + 1 values of 1 — N are then found

in a table of the normal distribution. Thereafter the interpolation is performed in

the normal deviates, that is, from the values — Xt corresponding to the arguments

Pi, a value — xp is determined which corresponds to the argument p0 + Ap. The

value of 1 — N(xp) is then looked up in a table of the normal distribution, and

E(na, r0, po + Ap) is approximated by 1 — N(xp).* The procedure is outlined in

the following diagram, where the arrows denote a table look-up and the brace

stands for the evaluation of an ordinary interpolation polynomial:

po -*  E(no, r0, po)   =   1 — N(x0)   —>   -x0

pi  —>   E(n<s,ra,pi)   =   1 — N(xi)   —>   — xi
* -x(po + Ap) -> 1 - N(xp)

pk+i —> E(no , r0, pk+i) = 1 — N(xk+i) —> —£*+iJ

E(no,rQ, po + Ap).

The procedure is easier to perform if tables are available which tabulate the

normal deviates as a function of the cumulative normal probabilities [3]. However,

tables which give N(x) as a function of x can also be used [4]. In either case, the

accuracy of the method depends on the availability of accurate values of the normal

deviates; this is especially important for cumulative probabilities close to 0 and

close to 1 where the deviates change rapidly for small changes in the probabilities.

It should be noted that the additional labor required by the proposed method is

restricted to some table look-up operations which can be performed rapidly.

A study was made of the efficiency of the method, based on a recent tabulation

of the cumulative binomial probability distribution [5]. It is stated in that volume

that interpolation by standard difference methods gives poor results for certain

ranges of the arguments. In particular, p-wise interpolation is poor for n > 100 and

p small, r-wise interpolation is poor for n < 100 and p small, and n-wise interpola-

tion is inaccurate for n > 100 and p close to §.

The normal deviate method fills the need for both p-wise and n-wise interpola-

* Since the arguments of 1 — N(x) are the negatives of the corresponding arguments of
N{x), the method can also be carried out by interpolating in the values x, , rather than in the
values —Xi . Such an interpolation will result in the determination of the function N(xp) cor-
responding to 1 — E(na , r0 , po + Ap).
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tion, since it is most accurate for large n where the standard method fails. It can

also be used for interpolation in r when n is not too small. When interpolating for

p and for n, a four-point interpolation in the normal deviates was found to result in

final probabilities whose error did not exceed 5.10-5, except for very small p

(p ^ 0.03) where the error could be as high as 5.10-3. Four-point interpolation in

r for n > 30 resulted in errors not exceeding 5.10-4.

A different method which also improves the interpolation in tables of prob-

ability distribution functions consists in approximating the given distribution by

the logistic function [6]

L(x)
1 + e -ßx

in lieu of the cumulative standard normal distribution. In fact it is known that

L(x) œN(x),

the two functions differing by less than 0.01 when ß is close to 1.7. The interpolation

proceeds exactly as before except that L(x) is used for N(x). The arguments x

corresponding to various values of L(x) are sometimes called logits. By inverting

the expression for L(x) it is seen that

x = - In-= .
ß     1 - L

Tables of the natural logarithms and exponential tables can therefore be used, if

logit tables are not available [6].

Linear interpolation in the logits will sometimes give slightly better values than

the corresponding interpolation in the normal deviates. However, a higher order

interpolation formula brings much less improvement in the logits than it does in

the normal deviates. A four-point interpolation in the normal deviates is usually

to be preferred to the corresponding four-point formula in logits. It is again im-

portant to use accurate logit tables, especially for values of L close to 0 and 1. Since

tables of the logistic function may not be generally available, interpolation in the

normal deviates is usually easier to perform and will moreover give more accurate

results for higher order interpolation formulas.

The following examples give a good idea of the improvement which can be

Comparison of Interpolation Methods

Correct Values

E (600,225,0.375)
£-wise, A¿=0.5

.51541

E  (1000,53,0.0625)
í-wise, A/>=0.25

.90685

E (39,6,0.08) r-wise,
Ar = l

.08786

E (689,285,0.42)
»-wise, An=39

.64612

Ordinary 2-pt.
Ordinary 4-pt.

.51475 (-66)

.51531 (-10)
.87776 (-2909)
.90178 (-507)

.11597 (+2811)

.09194 (+408)
.63732 (-880)
.64157 (-455)

Normal
Deviates 2-pt.

Normal
Deviates 4-pt.

.51524 (-17)

.51542 (+1)

.90497 (-188)

.90685 (0)

.09004 (+218)

.08770 (-16)

.64263 (-349)

.64616 (+4)

Logits 2-pt.
Logits 4-pt.

.51537 (-4)

.51543 (+2)
.91249 (+564)
.90973 (+288)

.08456 (-330)

.08726 (-60)
.64401 (-211)
.64870 (+258)
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achieved over the standard interpolation method by using either normal deviates or

logits. In each case, the error in the value obtained is shown in parentheses.
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